MONDAY
BUBBLES, BUBBLES, BUBBLES 2:00 - 2:30
You are invited to join us n making giant
beautiful bubbles, Beautiful bubbles that catch
the wind currents and float way above the
CASTLE! WATCH, WATCH see where your
bubble goes!!!
An all time favorite!
MESSAGE IN A BOTTLE 2:30 - 3:30
That says it all. Send a message in a bottle
to someone you miss at home. Delightful
seashells to select to go in your bottle, cute
little umbrellas and a special note from you.
Pay postage at the Castle Office and they’ll be
happy to mail it for you.
WOODEN PUZZLE 3:30 - 4:00
We’ll show you how to make a wooden puzzle
to use at the pool or on the beach.
Come join the fun.
JEWELRY MAKING 4:00 - 5:00
Sitting at the picnic tables visiting with new
friends and making jewelry, now that is a good
time.
LADY SUNSHINE IS PAINTING FACES!!!
4:15 - 5:45
Exciting designs for all ages, pick your face
from the board and when it is called come to
the picnic table. All Princesses painted at the
same time, all dogs painted at the same time…
when we finish the list we start all over again.
This is fun for the kids, they sit on the table
and are painted together because it is much
faster.
(We use only FDA Cosmetic Grade products
made to use on sensitive skin. Lather up with
soap and warm water to wash off. CANNOT Be
Worn in pool.)

TUESDAY
BUBBLES, BUBBLES, BUBBLES 2:00 - 2:30
Bubble time at the Castle, this is the real
HAPPY HOUR! Lovely rainbow spheres
floating up, up, and away….
CASTLE PICTURE BINGO! 2:30 - 3:30
Yes, we have our own Picture Bingo Game for
all ages. Awesome prizes to bring out the grin
in everyone.
GLITTER TATTOOS 3:45 - 4:30
Fun Glitter Tattoos each hand done with a real
WOW factor.
These are awesome and last for days, can be
worn in pool.

THURSDAY
AMAZING BUBBLE SHOW WITH GIANT
BUBBLES
Kiss the BUBBLE GAME, learn to put your
hand in a bubble, hold a bubble, complete
bubble fun.
THIS IS AT THE TENT: completely different
from daily bubbles on patio!
5:20 - 6:00
Seashell hunt right here on Castle property.
Lovely treasures from the sea, a gift to you
from a special Mermaid.
If you find the shell with a pearl you win a
special prize.

BUBBLES, BUBBLES, BUBBLES 2:00 - 2:30
Join the FUN in making giant beautiful
bubbles that go up, up and away! The wind
currents may carry your bubble to the beach
or to the boardwalk! Where ever it goes you’ll
see people smiling!
PET SHELLS 2:30 - 3:30
An all time favorite, no Pet Rocks needed
here…we have Pet Shells!
These pets make no mess and you don’t have
to buy pet food!
No litter boxes to clean, the perfect pet!!!

*3:45 - 4:30*
Wind allowing we will be making MEGA
BUBBLES! Lady Sunshine will be bubbling
away with many different and awesome
Bubble Makers.
BUBBLES, BUBBLES, BUBBLES 2:00 - 2:30 Yes! This time YOU get to use many different
and special bubble makers…oh boy don’t miss
Bubbles at the Beach are the BEST
the fun!!!
BUBBLES…join us in delighting all that see
our amazing bubbles.
4:45 - 5:45
Face Painting and Jewelry Making!
2:30 - 3:30
Show your creativity in the jewelry you
Come in the tent and make your own Pirate
make while you wait to be painted by “Lady
Hat to wear for our Treasure Hunt!
Sunshine”. Many a Dad has been found
stringing beads and tying knots to assist their
3:00 - 4:30
little Princess. J
So exciting, come get your PIRATE ON!
Airbrush Pirate Faces…Mustaches that will
last all day. Airbrushed Princess Crowns or
arm designs to help you get your “Pirate” on!
BUBBLES, BUBBLES, BUBBLES 2:00 - 2:30
Also VERY SPECIAL Airbrush on the HAIR
Big Awesome Beautiful Bubbles!
just like on the catwalk!
When you make bubbles you make the whole
(Remove with liquid soap/baby oil, or shampoo world smile.
first, water last.)
2:30 - 3:00
4:30 - 5:00
Get your tattoo on…no not the real kind,
It is time to make your Crew Badge.
but it is fun to sport these temporary tattoos
This will identify you as a Castle in the Sand
around the beach.
Pirate!!!!
3:00 - 4:30
4:45 - 5:10
Crafts, crafts, crafts…we have fantastic crafts
Learn to juggle and make your own juggling
planned for you today.
balls. What fun to have at the beach and to
Come join the fun in the tent.
learn a new skill.
OUR FAMOUS BAG OF BEACH 4:30 Don’t miss the TREASURE HUNT!!!
5:30
5:15 - 6:00
Your chance to own a little bit of Ocean City
Bring your Pirate hat, dress in our Pirate
to take home with you. We’ll use sand and
Costumes and hear a tale of Pirates and their
seashells to create this wonderful souvenir.
life. A great adventure awaits the whole family
with laughter and photo opportunities.
BALLOONS, BALLOONS, BALLOONS
5:00
- 5:45
It’s a Pirate Treasure we’d like to find so come
give us a hand!!!
Emoji balloons, let’s see what mood you are in
today! LOL
All little Pirates will earn a balloon sword.
Rainbow Loom Time 5:30 to 6:00

WEDNESDAY
PIRATE DAY

FRIDAY

